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Consolidate excel spreadsheets into one workbook

The tutorial shows three methods for merging Excel files into a single file: by copying sheet tabs, by running VBA, and by using the Copy Worksheets tool. It is much easier to process data in a single file instead of switching between a large number of resources. However, merging multiple Excel workbooks into a single file can be a cumbersome and lengthy process, especially if
the workbooks you need to merge contain multiple worksheets. So, how were you going to approach the problem? Will you handle pages manually or with VBA code? Or are you using one of the special tools to merge Excel files? Below you will find several good ways to process this task. Novel In this article, we will examine how pages in multiple Excel workbooks can be copied
to a single workbook. If you're looking for a quick way to copy data from several worksheets to a single page, you can find the detailed guide in another tutorial: Merge multiple sheets into one page. The process of merging two Excel files by copying the pages, if you have only a few Excel files to merge, you can manually copy or move the pages from one file to another. How it is:
Open the workbooks you want to merge. Select the worksheets in the source workbook that you want to copy to the main workbook. To select multiple pages, use one of the following techniques: To select adjacent pages, click the first page tab that you want to copy, press and hold shift, and then click the last page tab. This selects all worksheets in between. Hold down Ctrl to
select nonadjoined pages, and then click each page tab individually. When all worksheets are selected, right-click any of the selected tabs, and then click Move or Copy.... In the Move or Copy dialog box, do the following: Select the destination workbook for the drop-down list from Move selected sheets, where you want to merge other files. Specify exactly where the copied page
tabs should be inserted. In our case, we choose the option to move to the end. Select Create copy box if you want the original worksheets to remain in the source file. Click OK to complete the merge. The following screenshot shows the result - a coexere of sheets from two Excel files. To merge tabs from other Excel files, repeat the steps above for each workbook separately.
When manually writing pages, please note the following limitation applied by Excel: It is not possible to move or copy a group of sheets if any of these sheets contain a table. In this case, you must convert a table to a ti constraint or use one of the following methods that does not have this limitation. Merging Excel files with VBA should be merged into a single file if you have many
Excel files, there will be a faster way to automate the process with the VBA macro. Below you will find VBA code that copies all the sheets of all the Excel files you select into a single workbook. This MergeExcelFiles macro was written by Alex, one of our best Excel gurus. Important note! Works with macro warning - files to be merged should not be physically or in memory. In such
a case, you will receive a run-time error. Sub MergeExcelFiles() Dim fnameList, fnameCurFile As Variant Dim countFiles, countSheets As Integer Dim wksCurSheet As Worksheet Dim wbkCurBook, wbkSrcBook As Workbook fnameList = Application.GetOpenFilename(FileFilter:=Microsoft Excel Workbooks (*.xls;*.xlsx;*.xlsm),*.xls;*.xlsx;*.xlsm, Title:=Choose Excel files to merge,
MultiSelect:=True) If (vbBoolean &lt;&gt; VarType(fnameList)) Then If (UBound(fnameList) &gt; 0) Then countFiles = 0 countSheets = 0 Application.ScreenUpdating = False Application.Calculation = xlCalculationManual Set wbkCurBook = ActiveWorkbook For Each fnameCurFile In fnameList countFiles = countFiles + 1 Set wbkSrcBook = Workbooks.Open(Filename
:=fnameCurFile) For Each wksCurSheet In wbkSrcBook.Sheets countSheets = countSheets + 1 wksCurSheet.Copy.after:=wbkCurBook.Sheets(wbkCurBook.Sheets.Count) Next wbkSrcBook.Close SaveChanges:=False Next Application.ScreenUpdating = True Application.Calculation = xlCalculationAutomatic MsgBoxed Process &amp; countFiles &amp; files &amp; vbCrLf &amp;
Merged &amp; countSheets &amp; worksheets, Title:=Merge Excel files End Else MsgBox No files selected, Title:=Merge Excel files End If End Sub If you'd like to insert the macro in your own workbook Perform these usual steps: Press Alt + F11 to open Visual Basic Editor. Right-click ThisWorkbook in the left pane and choose &gt; Add Module from the context menu. Paste the
code above into the window that appears (code window). For detailed step-by-step instructions, tell Excel how to add and run VBA code. Alternatively, you can download the macro to an Excel file, open it next to your destination workbook (enable the macro if desired), then move to your own workbook and press Alt + F8 to run the macro. If you have just started using macros in
Excel, please follow the detailed steps below. MergeExcelFiles macro Press Alt + F8 to open the Excel file where you want to merge sheets from other workbooks and do the following: Open the Macro dialog box. Under Macro name, select MergeExcelFiles, and then click Run. The standard explorer window opens, select one or more workbooks that you want to merge, and then
click Open. To select multiple files, hold down Ctrl while you click the file names. Depending on the number of files you select, allow the macro to process them for a few seconds or minutes. After the macro is complete, it lets you know how many files have been processed and how many pages have been merged: If you are not very comfortable with VBA and are looking for an
easier and faster way to merge Excel files, check out the Copy Sheets tool, one of more than 60 time-saving features included in our Ultimate Suite for Excel. Work with multiple Excels with Ultimate Suite it's as easy as one-two-three (literally, just 3 quick steps) to combine together. You. you must open all workbooks that you want to merge. With the main workbook open, go to the
Ablebits Data tab &gt; Merge group, and then click Copy Selected Sheets to a single Workbook &gt; In the Copy Worksheets dialog box, select the files (and optional worksheets) that you want to merge, and then click Next. Tips: To select all sheets in a particular workbook, you must place a check mark in the box next to the workbook name, all sheets in this Excel file are
automatically selected. To merge pages in closed workbooks, click Add file... button and select as many workbooks as you want. This adds only the selected files to the Copy Worksheets window without opening them in Excel. To copy only a specific field in a specific workbook, hover over the page name, click the Dialog icon, and then select the range you want. By default, all
data is copied. Select one or more additional options if necessary, and then click Copy. The following screenshot shows the default settings: Paste all (formulas and values) and preserve formatting. Allow the Copy Worksheets for Process wizard for a few seconds and enjoy the result! You can download an evaluation version of Ultimate Suite to take a closer look at this and other
merge tools for Excel. If you like tools and decide to get a license, don't miss this special opportunity for our blog readers: Other ways to merge Excel pages and merge data The examples above have shown the best techniques for combining multiple Excel files together. For more way to merge sheets in Excel, please refer to the following resources. Available download If you are
a Microsoft Excel user of the Ultimate Suite 14-day fully functional version (.zip file) to merge multiple Excel files from the macro (.xlsm file), it doesn't take long to have many different workbooks filled with important spreadsheets. What happens when you need to put together multiple workbooks so that all the pages are in the same place? Excel is very powerful, so it can be
difficult at times. You know what you want to do is possible, but you may not know how to do it. In this tutorial, I will show you various techniques that you can use to combine Excel spreadsheets. When you need to merge multiple spreadsheets, do not manually copy and paste data from each page. There are many shortcuts that you can use to save time by combining workbooks,
and I will show you which is right for each situation. The Watch &amp; LearnThe screencast will show you how to combine Excel sheets into a single merged workbook. I'll teach you how to use powerquery (also as Get &amp; Transform Data to bring together data from multiple workbooks. Important: The email addresses used in this tutorial are fictitest (randomly generated) and
are not designed to represent actual email addresses. Read on to see written instructions. As always, Excel has multiple paths to perform this task, and how you work with your data, what approach Best. 1. Why Move and Copy Sheets (Simplest Method)The easiest way to merge Excel spreadsheets is to take the entire sheet and copy it from one workbook to another. To do this,
start by opening both Excel workbooks. Then move on to the workbook where you want to copy several pages. Now, hold Control on your keyboard (or Command on Mac) and click all the sheets you want to copy to a separate workbook. When you do this, you'll notice that the tabs will show as highlighted. Now, right-click and choose Move or Copy from the menu. Control+click (or
command+click) all the sheets you want to move or copy between workbooks, then right-click and select the Move or Copy window, the first thing you want to do is select the workbook where you want to move the sheets. Select the name of the file from the drop-down file for the book. In the window that opens, select the workbook that you want to copy or move your pages into,
and be sure to check Create copy if you don't want to move all the sheets. You can also choose where pages are placed in the new workbook in terms of order. Controls the First page menu, in which pages are added sebooked in the workbook. You can always select the page as needed (move it to the end) and re sort the order. Finally, check the box as optional to create a copy
that duplicates the sheets and create a separate copy of the workbook in which you are moving the sheets. When you press OK, you see that the pages we copied are in the merged workbook. Now, the two pages we select from a separate workbook are copied to the main workbook. This approach has several drawbacks. If you continue to work with two separate files, they are
not synchronized. If you make changes to the original workbook where you copied the sheets, they will not be automatically updated in the merged workbook. 2. Ready to use Use and Use Data Tools to Combine SheetsExcelExcel often has an incredibly powerful set of tools called PowerQuery. Starting with Excel 2016, this feature set has been rebranded as Get &amp;
Transform Data. As its name suggests, these are a set of tools that help you combine data from other workbooks and merge it into a single workbook. In Excel 2016 for Windows or the Office365 version of Excel, you can find this feature on the Data tab in Get &amp; Transform. Additionally, this feature is specific to Excel for Windows. You won't find it in Mac versions or the web
browser version of the Microsoft app. Before you start: Check Data The most important part of this process is to check your data before starting the merge process. Files must have the same setup for the data structure, they have the same columns. Excel you can't easily merge a four-column spreadsheet and a five-column spreadsheet because it doesn't know where to place it.
Before you try to combine data with the Get &amp; Transform Data property, you can the data is the same structure as the same columns in each workbook you merge. Most of the time, you find yourself when you need to merge spreadsheets when downloading data from systems. In this case, it is much easier to ensure that the system on which you download data is configured
to download data in the same columns each time. Before downloading data from a service like Google Analytics, I make sure to download the same report format each time. This allows it to easily work with and bring together multiple spreadsheets. Whether you're pulling data from a system like Google Analytics, MailChimp, or an ERP that powers giant companies like SAP or
Oracle, the best way to save time is to make sure you download the data in a common format. Now that we've checked our data, it's time to learn how we can combine Excel sheets. 3. How to Merge Excel Sheets into a Folder Full of FilesI've had a folder filled with files needed to put them together several times, in a single, merged file. If you have dozens or even hundreds of files,
it is not possible to open them one by one to merge them. Learning this technique gives you dozens of hours in a single project. Again, it is very important that the data is in the same format. To get started, it helps place all the files in the same folder so that Excel can easily track this folder for changes. Be sure to place all your Excel files in the same folder, and then choose File
&gt; New Query from File &gt;on excel's ribbon. Step 1. Direct Excel to the Files Folder In the open window, you want to specify a path to the folder that holds your Excel workbooks. Set the folder path to the folder with the files you want to merge. You can browse this path or paste it into the path to the folder with your workbooks. Step 2. After you show Excel, where workbooks
are stored, confirm the File List, and a new window opens showing the list of files you have set up for the combine. Currently, you only see metadata about files, not data in it. This window shows only the files that will merge with our query, this window shows only the files that will be combined with our query. You'll see the file name, type, and dates that have been accessed and
changed. If a file is missing from this list, confirm that all the files are in the folder, and then try the operation again. To move on to the next step, click Edit. Click step 3. CombinationOnay Helps confirm data in your last menu files. Since we have already checked that the data is the same structure in multiple of our files, we can click OK in this step. This is a control step to make
sure our files are of the same structure, so just press OK to move on to the next step. Step 4. Merge Excel Sheets with ClickNow, a new window, with a list of files we've set up to merge Opens. At this stage, you still see metadata about files and now data To resolve this, click the double pop-up arrow in the upper-right corner of the first column. To load source data from each file,
click the double-pop-up arrow in the first column. Voila! Now, you will see that the actual data from within the files comes together in one place. When you merge your data, you'll see that all of this comes together in a single file, and the original file shows the name in the first column. Scroll through the data to verify that all your rows are there. Note that the only change in your
original data is that the file name of each source file is in the first column. Step 5. Close and Load the DataBelieve note, we basically finished by combining our Excel spreadsheets. Because the data is currently in the Query Editor, we must send it back to regular Excel so that we can work with it. In the upper-right corner, click Close &amp; Install. You'll see the completed data in a
regular Excel spreadsheet ready to review and work. When you click Close &amp; Upload, you'll see all the data in the original files put together on a single page. Imagine using this feature to demolish multiple files from different members of your team. Select a folder where you store each file and merge them into a file that is compatible with this feature in just a few minutes.
Recap &amp; Keep LearningYou learned a variety of techniques for merging Excel sheets in this tutorial. There are many leaves that need stitching together, using one of these approaches so you can get back to the task at hand will save you time! Browse some of the other tutorials to level your Excel skills. Each of these tutorials will teach you a way to perform tasks in Microsoft
Excel in less time. How do you unite Excel workbooks? In the comments section below, let us know if there is a preference for these methods, or if there is a technique of your own that you are using. Use.
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